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INTRODUCTION 

This White Paper is a summary of presentations we have hosted for Nonprofits on the topic of Functional 
Expense Reporting (FER) that is required for all not-for-profit entities.  It should be noted that there are a  
few states where additional considerations impact the process.  However, this is a general primer on the  
nature and goals of Functional Expense Reporting.  Our webcast series takes into consideration the particular  
aspects of state variations (e.g. Massachusetts, California) and we bring in local CPAs to address those  
aspects. 

Looking at GAAP Expense Rules, you should be mindful of three things with regard to your organization’s  
financial reporting:   

1) Expenses should be recorded as a decrease in unrestricted net assets;  

2) Expenses should be reported gross, and not netted against revenue (investment expenses would be an 
exception);  

3)   Expenses should be reported by function. 
 
Keep in mind that expenses paid from temporary restricted contributions would show as “released from  
restrictions” and the expense would be shown with all expenses in the operating section (or unrestricted). 
 
If you have incidental fundraising expenses, you can also net the direct expenses associated with the event, 
but not indirect or allocated costs.  It is not unusual for nonprofits to have “special events” that are often  
ongoing and major events, so the revenues and expenses are reported gross. 
 
The reason expenses are required to be reported by function, is to provide the transparency necessary to 
help donors, creditors, and others to assess the nonprofit’s service.  Since the IRS also requires expenses to 
be reported by functional expense on the Form 990 for 501(c)3 and 501(c)4 organizations – it’s important 
that you have clarity around Functional Expense Reporting. 

GAAP Expense Rules 
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FUNCTIONAL EXPENSE REPORTING 

It’s necessary for all nonprofits in the U.S., per GAAP requirements, to report expenses based on functional 
classifications.  This financial data can be included in the Statement of Activities, Statement of Functional  
Expenses or Notes to the Financial Statement.  You will also need a breakdown of financial expenses on Form 
990, part IX.  
 
Functional expenses explain the purpose of an expense by category.  Natural classifications explain what the 
money was sent on (e.g. salaries, rent, electricity, interest, depreciation, etc.). 
 
Voluntary health and welfare organizations are required to display expenses in a matrix format, reflecting 
expenses by function and natural classification. 
 
Here is a sample Statement of Functional Expenses for the fictional nonprofit, Prairie Dog Rescue: 
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FUNCTIONAL EXPENSE REPORTING 

There are three Functional Expense Categories:  
 
1) Program Services  
2) Management and General 
3) Fundraising 

 
Program services may include a single service or several separate, identifiable services; for example, a  
university could have programs for instruction as well as research, and patient care.  Management and  
General and Fundraising are also considered supporting services.  There is typically only a single column of 
reporting expenses for each of these categories whereas program services can be one or more columns. 
 
Here is another example using our fictional nonprofit Prairie Dog Rescue.  This Program Expenses report 
shows how several separate, identifiable programs would be reported with their own column, along with a 
column for Management and General (G&A) and a column for Fundraising: 
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FUNCTIONAL EXPENSE REPORTING 

Any activity of your nonprofit that fulfills the purpose of your organization or mission is defined as Program 
Services.  The number of program services will vary by nonprofit entity – with some nonprofits offering a  
single service and other nonprofits offering dozens of services.   
 
There may be circumstances where a program service category can be created in which to combine several 
individual programs. To illustrate how this might work, let’s say that a nonprofit manages historical property 
and several buildings on that property are undergoing restoration.  That nonprofit could create a program 
service category called “Restoration” and the restorations on several buildings could be recorded there  
making it unnecessary to separately identify each building. 
 
You will want to provide some sort of description of the major classes of programs.  You can disclose these 
descriptions through footnotes or by using column headings. 

Program Services 

What are management and general expenses (G&A) column?  They are expenses that are not identifiable by 
a single program or activity.  However, they are expenses that are indispensable to the conduct of activities 
and the entity’s existence.   
 
Examples of these types of expenses are business management, general record keeping, annual report, and 
the salaries of the governing board, CEO, and CFO. 
 
A note about salaries:  salaries should be allocated if a portion of their time is spent on program activities as 
well as general and administrative. When salaries are allocated, all related expenses such as Employer FICA 
and unemployment insurance should follow the salaries. (If you don’t have a payroll system that supports 
allocation of employer costs, the use of a fringe benefit rate is fine, but the basis for it must be clearly  
documented each fiscal year.) 

Management and General Expenses 

Fundraising expenses are those activities undertaken to induce contributions to your organization.  The  
contributions can come in the form of money, securities, services, materials, etc. 
 
Examples of fundraising expenses are the costs associated with fundraising campaigns, maintaining donor 
lists, special fundraising events, and other costs incurred to solicit contributions from individuals,  
foundations, and governments. 
 
The vast majority of fundraising costs are typically not prepaid or deferred and should be expensed when  
incurred.  Even though the solicited funds and contributions may not come in until a later date (maybe even 
in the subsequent year), the cost of mailing solicitation letters and the salaries of development/fundraising 
employees should be expensed as the expense is incurred.   
 
There could be exceptions – cost for a fundraising event paid in advance (in the prior fiscal year) which could 
include rental of a facility, equipment, etc.  These could be recorded as prepaid because you could get your 
money back if the event did not take place. 

Fundraising Expenses 
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FUNCTIONAL EXPENSE REPORTING 

Classification of Expenses to Multiple Functions 
 

It’s clear-cut where an expense should be recorded, when it is directly and exclusively related to a single 
function.  But often expenses can relate to more than one function and should be allocated. 

Direct Identification versus Allocation of Costs 

 

Specifically identifiable costs are assigned 100 percent to that function.  If it is impossible or impractical to 
make a direct identification, allocation of funds is appropriate.  There are a variety of ways to allocate  
expenses. 
 
You may use a financial method to allocate expenses; perhaps a percentage of program salaries to total  
salaries could be used to allocate payroll taxes, benefits, or office supplies.  An example of a non-financial 
allocation might be units of service, square footage, number of employees, number of students, to name just 
a few. 

Allocation of Expenses 

 

There is no prescribed allocation method though there are prescribed  
characteristics of the allocation method used for your financial reporting.  
Here are three guidelines: 
 

 Allocation methodology should be rational and systematic 

 Method used should be consistently applied 

 Process should result in an allocation that is reasonable 

 

In other words:  Does the allocation make sense? 
 
Let’s take a look at some scenarios around allocation methods applied to 
employee salaries, payroll taxes, and benefits.   
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FUNCTIONAL EXPENSE REPORTING 

Employee Salary/Tax Scenario: 

Time records or time studies could be methods by which you allocate employee salaries.  Using employee 
time records, specifically identified tasks could then be charged specifically to each appropriate function.   
A time study records employee activity with each function and then uses the findings of the study to  
determine the percentage of time spent on each function.  Going forward those percentages are used to  
allocate employee salaries. (It is recommended that time studies be done a couple of times a year to ensure 
that percentages are accurate and address any changes.)  In this day and age of available technology the  
preferred method is direct entry of hours spent per task per day.  Your accounting system should be able to 
use these for allocation purposes. 
 
Payroll tax allocation methods might be based on a percent of salaries associated with an organization func-
tion.  Similarly, benefits may be a percent of salaries, or, if practicable, actual costs.  Of course, if an  
employee’s job is 100 percent related to a program or fundraising, etc., then charge 100 percent to that 
function.  

Building Expense Scenario: 

 

Some organizations use physical space to determine occupancy expense allocations.  As always, if it is  
practicable, actual cost should be the method.  However, if it is not practicable to use actual cost, a nonprofit 
organization might allocate by the square footage of each department, calculate a percentage for each  
department and then allocate building expenses such as depreciation, utilities maintenance, and insurance. 

 

Summary: Allocation of Expenses  

This is not an exhaustive treatment of allocation of expenses and functional expense reporting, however  
it is meant to be instructive.  For a more in-depth discussion, it’s helpful to have professional business  
consultants such as a CPA and technology consultant to help you ensure that you have a proper process and 
that your accounting software system can provide you with the appropriate reporting. 
 
Nonprofit organizations should evaluate expense allocation methods periodically to ensure they are still  
reasonable.  Changes in personnel or the organization’s activities could result in revisions to the allocation 
method used.  These changes might include expansion or downsizing of the entity, or adding a capital  
campaign or new fundraising event. 
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FUNCTIONAL EXPENSE REPORTING 

 
 
AccuFund Accounting Suite for nonprofits is very user friendly when it comes to allocating costs.  The sys-
tem allows you to classify expenses by category or allocate by units (e.g. square feet, hours) or a percentage.   
 
The AccuFund Allocations module is integrated with AccuFund Accounting Suite General Ledger, which is 
requisite for the allocations functionality. 
 
AccuFund Allocations module: 

 

 Supports allocations based on approved rates for indirect and fringe benefits 

 For endowment management purposes, it may use a unitized basis similar to mutual funds 

 Allocations may be designed to be run multiple times during the month 

 Allocations supports both actual and budget distributions, and may be tracked in a separate journal 
for reporting purposes 

 Average daily balance calculations are available 

 Multi-step allocations are available 

 

AccuFund is designed specifically for nonprofit organizations and is scalable to meet the needs of all but the 
very largest nonprofit accounting departments. 
 
AccuFund nonprofit accounting software is available in both cloud (software as a service) and on-premise 
options with the functionality required to effectively manage the complex FASB reporting requirements of 
nonprofit organizations. 
 
The AccuFund Accounting Suite includes a core system and a number of modules that may be added to  
customize the installation to meet your agency’s specific requirements including payroll, time entry,  
purchasing with electronic approvals and more. 
 
For more information please contact us at 877-872-2228 x215 or email us at sales@accufund.com.  Visit our 
website www.accufund.com for more product information, a schedule of webcasts for nonprofits, and other 
information on fund accounting and fundraising. 

About AccuFund 

mailto:sales@AccuFund.com
http://www.AccuFund.com

